Handout 2: Does Technology Control Us?
Some believe that technologies are deterministic.

X determines Y if and only if it constrains Y in some way or if X brings Y about.

If this is the sense in which “determines” is used then there is a lot to be said for the view known as
technological determinism
Technological determinism (TD): In a sufficiently liberal society with a free market,
technologies determine how societies and people behave in some way. Once we are
sufficiently aware of certain technologies and have the means to make use of them, we cannot
resist using them and these technologies coerce profound cultural changes, including
determining our economic systems and social organization.
Example 1 (General): A technology is introduced to a society.
Situation 1: Certain features about that technology make its widespread use (uptake)
inevitable. We can’t help but use it. Thus, the irresistible features of the technology determined
its widespread use.
Situation 2: The technology creates a certain problem or opportunity, and people respond to
this with X. Thus, the technology determined X.
Example 2 (Electric light, heating, plumbing): In industrialized societies, nearly everyone uses
electric light and all buildings have heating and plumbing. Lights have led to widespread social
changes, e.g. working late.
Example 3 (The Printing Press & Moveable Type): The creation of the printing press drove
down the cost of the production of texts, led to widespread literacy, and culture changes like the rise
of Protestantism.
Example 4 (Railways Determine Standard Time): The
adoption of standard time was a profound cultural event.
Previously, each locality had its own time. With the invention of
the railroad, railroaders had to bring order to discrepancies
between local times. They did this primarily through printing
timetables (see Figure 1). However, some have argued that
reading timetables was confusing, adjusting one’s watch in the
course of traveling was inconvenient, and the lack of a standard
time caused a variety of railroad accidents. These considerations
lead many scholars to argue that standardization of national
and regional time occurred because of railroads. iii Railroads
determined standard time.
Figure 1: Comparative Time-Table from the Traveler’s Official Guide,
December 1883, edited by William F. Allen. The time-table explains
that while there is no uniform standard of time for the U.S., each railroad
company independently makes use of its own time independent of each
locality. The table offers travelers a way of calculating the town of their
locality with other localities.
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Argument #1: Railroads Determined the Standardization of Time
P1 Multiple local times were inconvenient for railroad passengers (see Figure 1). iii Dowd
complained that since each locality operated with a different time, “[a]ny traveler, therefore,
upon leaving home, loses all confidence in his watch” (1870:3).
P2 After the switch to time zones, a number of editorials identified that one positive result was
“that the vexation of ascertaining local time at different places may soon be obviated.” iv
C
Therefore, railroads determined the standardization of time.
O1: P1 and P2 may be true, but the conclusion doesn’t follow. C follows only if having multiple
local times is so inconvenient that coerces or forces us to accept standard time. But, railways already
made use of their own independent and fixed standards, and railroaders saw little to no incentive in
standardizing time. Trains need not leave and arrive at stations in accordance with some absolutely
fixed unit of duration. Instead, temporal behavior was coordinated through the use of the telegraph
and/or timetables that cost pennies to produce and could easily be reprinted (Bartky 2000:94).
Railroaders showed polite disregard in the face of many proposals to create a single standard of time,
including that of Charles F. Dowd’s proposal to divide the country into four sections along
meridians such that adjacent sections differed in time by an hour. v Railways did not determine
standard time. People (and railroaders in particular) had the choice to adopt it but many decided it
wasn’t really worth doing.
Argument #2: Railroads Determined the Standardization of Time
P1 Standard time was necessary to prevent railway collisions. vi
P2 In order to […] prevent accidents, it became necessary to standardize time reckoning at a level
higher than that of the railroad company” (Zerubavel 1982:9).
C
Therefore, railroads determined standardization of time.
O1: P1 is false. Between 1851 and 1855 rail lines were governed by telegraph and expansion of rail
lines were affixed with joint telegraph stations. vii Histories on railroads emphasize that railways were
made safe before the advent of standardization of time through the use of rigid timetables and the
electric telegraph. viii Thus, railways did not determine the standardization of time.
Thus, in both cases, the creation and mass use of the railways did not determine the standardization of time zones.
Some other force had to come into play in order to determine this!
CDQ: What are some examples of technologies that you feel have an almost irresistible quality to
them? That is, what technologies do you feel you could not live without?
CDQ: What are some technologies that you think have actually caused or determined social changes?
That is, are there any technologies that you think have revolutionized how we live?
In thinking about TD, let’s look at different aspects of the above definition:
TD: In a sufficiently liberal society with a free market, technologies determine how societies
and people behave in some way. Once we are sufficiently aware of certain technologies and
have the means to make use of them, we cannot resist using them and these technologies
coerce profound cultural changes, including determining our economic systems and social
organization.
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Several counterexamples where a technology is not irresistable:
Counterexample 1 (Guns in Japan): Japanese adopted guns in 16th century, learned how to
use them, and then abandoned them (no uptake).
Counterexample 2 (Amish): Many Amish groups do not use modern technologies, e.g. cell
phones
The question of determinism is one concerning whether
(TD1) we are free to reject certain technologies.
(TD2) whether what drives cultural changes are primarily technological forces
In contrast to TD is the view called social constructionism (SD). SD argues that it is ultimately
people, not machines, who determine history ix and they do this by freely choosing what technologies
they wish to use. Ultimately, the decision to use certain technologies and the enacting of social
change lies not principally with the technologies (or the engineers and inventors who make these
technologies) but with ideological, economic, and political forces that support and aim to control
technological development and investment. x These include things like traditions, public beliefs and
morals, political groups, social and environmental factors, and governmental policies.
CDQ: Can we, as a society, reject certain technologies once they are introduced? If so, which ones?
What types of technologies?
CDQ: Are there any technologies that we currently use that we shouldn’t (both on the global level
and the everyday level)?
CDQ: Are there any technologies that might solve some problem in your life (e.g. make it easier in
some way), but you choose not to use them for some reason? Also, are there any technologies that
everyone seems to use but you don’t? If there are, why don’t you use them?
Both of the above examples seem to imply that TD is only avoidable if there strong top-down
(state-run) policies or there is a lack of threat from outside forces. That is, the Japanese were able to
avoid the use of guns and the Amish the use of many technologies because (i) there is a strong
infrastructure in place to make sure these technologies are not used and (ii) there isn’t a threat from
outside forces, e.g. war.
We might contend that in a sufficiently liberal society (one where individual freedom and rights are put
at a premium) in a free market (one where there is little governmental control of the means of
production and industry), TD is true. Given this consideration, we might stress the following part of
the definition:
TD: In a sufficiently liberal society with a free market, technologies determine how
societies and people behave in some way. Once we are sufficiently aware of certain
technologies and have the means to make use of them, we cannot resist using them and
these technologies coerce profound cultural changes, including determining our economic
systems and social organization.
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The idea here is that in society where people are free and technologies are created to satisfy
consumer demands, we won’t be able to avoid the use of certain technologies because these
technologies are made to satisfy our wants.
O1: The above assumes that all technologies are products to be purchased by consumers. But,
this is not the case as there are plenty of technologies that are not for purchase, e.g. nuclear
weapons, laboratory equipment, etc.
O2: The claim that we cannot resist using technologies assumes that
(i) we want all of the technologies that are created. But we don’t really want all of the garbage that is
made.
(ii) all technologies are good for society (p.22). But this is not the case as some technologies can make
our lives worse.
Example 1: Surveillance Technologies
Example 2: Computers (p.21) lead to a variety of medical problems: eyestrain, dry eye, back
problems from sitting, carpal tunnel, tendonitis, etc.
Example 2: There are bans on nuclear and biological weapons and countries have taken
efforts to reduce nuclear stockpiles.
Let’s assume for the sake of argument that some technologies are irresistible, another part of TD is
that they produce profound social and cultural changes:
TD: In a sufficiently liberal society with a free market, technologies determine how societies
and people behave in some way. Once we are sufficiently aware of certain technologies and
have the means to make use of them, we cannot resist using them and these technologies
coerce profound cultural changes, including determining our economic systems and social
organization.
Example 1: Television led to the promotion of the “proud Black man”
Example 2: The Internet increases connectivity and has led to a more harmonious and wellinformed world
Notice that TD seems to assume that technologies are the primary or sole reason for these cultural
changes. That is, it assumes:
(TD2) what drives cultural changes are primarily technological forces
The idea is that technology is the prime motor for change. TD says that technology X produces
cultural change Y. TD thus might be criticized for taking too narrow a view on what factors are
involved in change.
O1: Culture plays a role. The content of television is determined by the culture we live in.
O2: Environment plays a role. The wheel is not as useful as the camel in North Africa.
In short, Nye rejects TD and instead contends that “rather than assuming that technologies are
deterministic, it appears more reasonable to assume that cultural choices [and environment] shape
their uses” (p.21). The idea here then is that technologies are relatively neutral and flexible devices and
it how human beings use them that determine social change.
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Example 1: The television could be used to promote a religious agenda, to spread racism, to
disseminate propaganda, to inform the public, to sensationalize the weather, etc.
CDQ: Do you agree with Nye’s claim? Do we have total control over how technologies are used?
Are we the prime movers of social changes? Do some technologies tilt our hand in a certain
direction? Are technologies inherently neutral or are some technologies inherently good or bad?
A further aspect of TD is that certain technologies determine economic and political systems. They
determine how society will be set up, who will run things, and what kind of work will be done by
whom.
TD: In a sufficiently liberal society with a free market, technologies determine how societies
and people behave in some way. Once we are sufficiently aware of certain technologies and
have the means to make use of them, we cannot resist using them and these technologies
coerce profound cultural changes, including determining our economic systems and
social organization.
Example 1: The mill produces feudalism, the steam engine produced capitalism (p.25)
Example 2: Marx and Engels in The Critique of Political Economy contend that “industrialization’s
immediate results were largely negative for the working class” (p.23). The effect of certain
technologies in a capitalistic structure will, according to Marx and Engels, lead to the end of
capitalism and the rise of socialistic structures.
Initial State

Skilled artisans are responsible for making a product from start to finish.

Introduction of industrialized technologies, capitalism, and systems for producing items efficiently,
e.g. assembly line, subdivision of labor
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Result
Revolt 1
Revolt 2
Economic
Collapse

Result

Industrialized technologies de-skilled artisans by subjecting them to micro-tasks via
the subdivision of labor.
Skilled artisans lose control of production, no longer in charge of when they work or
when they take breaks.
Increased control by industrialists leads not only to de-skilling workers but lowering
wages
Community bonds between individuals are broken as various social gaps begin to
widen: individuals become richer, others pourer; some become more powerful,
others less powerful.
Workers will recognize the unjust and immorality of the system and revolt
Workers will become increasingly impoverished and revolt
Step 1: Competitive environment will lead capitalists to invest in machines, factories,
and the means of production not on employees and employee wages.
Step 2: The number of people employed and their wages will continually decrease.
Step 3: Cutting wages and employment will increase goods but decrease demand for
products (no one to buy the products)
Therefore, increased supply but decreased demand will drive prices down to a point
where producing them is more costly than selling them.
Socialism: workers will manage themselves, production is for the purpose of
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benefiting the workers not to produce a profit
O1: The above assumes that technology is the sole force in change. But change is the result of a
“piling up process”, one that involves social, political, and technological components (p.26).
Example 1: (from Nye, p.26). Women’s suffrage is the result of “a great number of converging
forces and influences, including mass production, urbanization, birth control, the adoption of the
typewriter, improved education, and the theory of natural rights.”
Example 2: Marxist revolution is not merely a technological ones, it also involves bad governmental
practices that allow companies to exploit workers, decrease wages, de-skill individuals. Thus, a kind
of revolt against industrialism / capitalism is just as much the result of political-cultural factors as
technological ones.
Example 3: A move to more socialist measures is just as much the result of non-technological
factors, e.g. unions lead to changing economic and political structures.
(Davies 1978:194; Zerubavel 1982)
For example, Davies contends that it was the rise of the railways in Great Britain that led to the “Definition of Time
Act” in 1880, which established national uniformity about time. This national time, called “Greenwich time”, Davies
contends, slowly replaced preexisting local times. One could have their Greenwich time delivered. If one lived near a
post office, some post office’s received Greenwich time via the electric telegraph, or one could obtain standard time
delivered via telegraph from the Standard Time Company (Davies 1978). A similar story is told concerning
standardization in the United States. Zerubavel writes the following that “[h]ad it not been through the spread of railway
transportation that establishment of a single uniform standard of time became a necessity, standardization of time
reckoning at a supralocal level would probably have come into being through the spread of telegraphic—and, later,
telephonic—communication” (1982:7-8). David Landes writes that “[i]It was not until the coming of the railway in the
nineteenth century that a faster, denser traffic compelled the establishment of regional and national time zones”
(1983:94, see 285-6).
iii One standard-time pioneer, Charles F. Dowd, wrote in his 1870 System of National Time that the “trouble arising from
the present confusion of Railway Time is a matter of very general experience. It is not at all uncommon for extended
Railways to adopt several different standards of time upon their own route, and quite frequently two or more clocks are
found in the same depot pointing out very different times. In some instances, those times vary more than half an hour”
(Dowd 1870:3; see Dowd 1930).
iv 23 October 1883. Wisconsin State Journal.
v In addition to Dowd’s proposal, the U.S. Naval observatory promoted uniformity in time in 1871 (Bartky et al. 1982;
Bartky 1983, 1989:30). Railroaders dismissed these suggestions because they perceived the inconvenience not so great to
merit a change to the preexisting state of representing time. According to the Railway Association of America, “many
passengers travel long distances, the great body travel only short distances, and to them the proposed uniformity is of
little or no importance; and the comparatively slight advantage it would be to a passenger to have any more convenient
method of computing the difference of the time of his watch from that of the locality in which he is temporarily
sojourning does not seem, in the minds of the committee, to call for a movement so broad as the one proposed” (Harris
et al. 1883). Ultimately, the Railway Association of America decided that Dowd’s proposal and others ought to be
deferred until there was more of a public demand.
vi Zerubavel writes that a “far more serious consequence than sheer inconvenience, however, was actual danger. Since
terminal traffic was controlled by tight arrival and departure schedules, a difference of a minute or two could actually be
the difference between a safe operation and a collision.
i
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vii

(Shaw 1978; Robbins 1962:47)

Robbins writes that in “the early days of railways, before the invention of the electric telegraph, there was no way of securing
this assurance [that there was an appropriate space interval between trains]” (1962:99, my emphasis). The regulation of
railroads by telegraph also deflates the argument that it was necessary for railway operation to employ standardized time
through the use of time tables since when a train left and departed was controlled telegraphically, not through the use of
a timetable that relied on a standard national time.

viii

ix
x

(1994:227)

(see 1994:225-7; Mumford 1964).
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